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Starts with IO- 

IODATING ADGIINOT IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODATION ADIINOOT act of iodating (to iodize (to treat with iodine)) [n -S] 

IODINATE ADEIINOT to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IODISING DGIIINOS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODIZERS DEIIORSZ IODIZER, one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n] 

IODIZING DGIIINOZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IODOFORM DFIMOOOR iodine compound [n -S] 

IODOPHOR DHIOOOPR iodine compound [n -S] 

IODOPSIN DIINOOPS pigment in retina [n -S] 

IONICITY CIIINOTY state of existing as or like ion [n -TIES] 

IONISERS EIINORSS IONISER, ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n] 

IONISING GIIINNOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONIZERS EIINORSZ IONIZER, one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n] 

IONIZING GIIINNOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IONOGENS EGINNOOS IONOGEN, compound capable of forming ions [n] 

IONOMERS EIMNOORS IONOMER, type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [n] 

IOTACISM ACIIMOST excessive use of letter iota [n -S] 

 

Contains -IO- 

ABLATION AABILNOT surgical removal of bodily part [n -S] 

ABLUTION ABILNOTU washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n -S] 

ABORTION ABINOORT induced expulsion of nonviable fetus [n -S] 

ABRASION AABINORS act of abrading (to wear away by friction) [n -S] 

ACHIOTES ACEHIOST ACHIOTE, yellowish red dye [n] 

ACROMION ACIMNOOR outward end of shoulder blade [n -IA] 

ACTIONED ACDEINOT ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ADAPTION AADINOPT act of adapting (to make suitable) [n -S] 

ADDITION ADDIINOT something added [n -S] 

ADHESION ADEHINOS act of adhering (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S]  

ADNATION AADINNOT state of being adnate (joined to another part or organ) [n -S] 

ADOPTION ADINOOPT act of adopting (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S]  

AERADIOS AADEIORS AERADIO, Canadian radio service for pilots [n] 

AERATION AAEINORT act of aerating (to supply with air) [n -S] 

AFFUSION AFFINOSU act of pouring liquid on [n -S] 

AGIOTAGE AAEGGIOT business of broker [n -S] 

AGNATION AAGINNOT relationship of agnates [n -S] 

ALATIONS AAILNOST ALATION, state of having wings [n] 

ALLUSION AILLNOSU act of alluding (to make indirect reference) [n -S] 

ALLUVION AILLNOUV alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S] 

AMBITION ABIIMNOT to seek with eagerness [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AMNIONIC ACIIMNNO AMNION, membranous sac enclosing embryo [adj] 

AMNIOTES AEIMNOST AMNIOTE, vertebrate that develops amnion during embryonic stage [n] 

AMNIOTIC ACIIMNOT AMNION, membranous sac enclosing embryo [adj] 

AMOTIONS AIMNOOST AMOTION, removal of corporate officer from his office [n] 
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AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

ANGIOMAS AAGIMNOS ANGIOMA, tumor composed of blood or lymph vessels [n] 

ANTERIOR AEINORRT situated in or toward front [adj] 

ANTIRIOT AIINORTT designed to prevent or end riots [adj] 

ANTLIONS AILNNOST ANTLION, predatory insect [n] 

APHELION AEHILNOP point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n -IA, -S] 

APIOLOGY AGILOOPY study of bees [n -GIES] 

AUCTIONS ACINOSTU AUCTION, to sell publicly to highest bidder [v] 

AUDITION ADIINOTU to give trial performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AVERSION AEINORSV feeling of repugnance [n -S] 

AVIATION AAIINOTV act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [n -S]  

AVIONICS ACIINOSV science of electronics applied to aviation [n AVIONICS] 

AVULSION AILNOSUV act of avulsing (to tear off forcibly) [n -S] 

AXIOLOGY AGILOOXY study of values and value judgments [n -GIES] 

BASTIONS ABINOSST BASTION, fortified place [n] 

BEHAVIOR ABEHIORV demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S] 

BILLIONS BIILLNOS BILLION, number [n] 

BIOASSAY AABIOSSY to test substance (as drug) in order to determine its strength [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIOCHIPS BCHIIOPS BIOCHIP, hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n] 

BIOCIDAL ABCDIILO BIOCIDE, substance destructive to living organisms [adj] 

BIOCIDES BCDEIIOS BIOCIDE, substance destructive to living organisms [n] 

BIOCLEAN ABCEILNO free of harmful organisms [adj] 

BIOCYCLE BCCEILOY life-supporting region [n -S] 

BIOETHIC BCEHIIOT pertaining to ethical questions arising from advances in biology [adj] 

BIOFILMS BFIILMOS BIOFILM, thin layer of microorganisms [n] 

BIOFUELS BEFILOSU BIOFUEL, fuel composed of biological raw materials [n] 

BIOGASES ABEGIOSS BIOGAS, fuel gas produced by organic waste [n] 

BIOGENIC BCEGIINO produced by living organisms [adj] 

BIOHERMS BEHIMORS BIOHERM, mass of marine fossils [n] 

BIOLOGIC BCGIILOO drug obtained from organic source [n -S] 

BIOLYSES BEILOSSY BIOLYSIS, death (end of life) [n] 

BIOLYSIS BIILOSSY death (end of life) [n -SES]  

BIOLYTIC BCIILOTY BIOLYSIS, death (end of life) [adj] 

BIOMETER BEEIMORT device for measuring carbon dioxide given off by living matter [n -S] 

BIOMETRY BEIMORTY statistical study of biological data [n -RIES] 

BIOMORPH BHIMOOPR art form resembling living organism in shape [n -S] 

BIONOMIC BCIIMNOO BIONOMY, ecology (environmental science) [adj] 

BIOPLASM ABILMOPS living matter [n -S] 

BIOPSIED BDEIIOPS BIOPSY, to examine living tissue [v] 

BIOPSIES BEIIOPSS BIOPSY, to examine living tissue [v] 

BIOSCOPE BCEIOOPS early movie projector [n -S] 

BIOSCOPY BCIOOPSY type of medical examination [n -PIES] 

BIOSOLID BDIILOOS solid organic matter obtained from treated sewage [n -S] 

BIOTECHS BCEHIOST BIOTECH, applied biology [n] 

BIOTICAL ABCIILOT biotic (pertaining to life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [adj] 

BIOTITES BEIIOSTT BIOTITE, form of mica [n] 
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BIOTITIC BCIIIOTT BIOTITE, form of mica [adj] 

BIOTOPES BEIOOPST BIOTOPE, stable habitat [n] 

BIOTOXIN BIINOOTX poison made by plant or animal [n -S] 

BIOTRONS BINOORST BIOTRON, climate control chamber [n] 

BIOTYPES BEIOPSTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [n] 

BIOTYPIC BCIIOPTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [adj] 

BIOVULAR ABILORUV derived from two ova [adj] 

BIOWASTE ABEIOSTW waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S] 

BRACIOLA AABCILOR thin slice of meat [n -S] 

BRACIOLE ABCEILOR braciola (thin slice of meat) [n -S] 

BRIOCHES BCEHIORS BRIOCHE, rich roll [n] 

BRIONIES BEIINORS BRIONY, bryony (climbing plant) [n] 

BULLIONS BILLNOSU BULLION, uncoined gold or silver [n] 

CABRIOLE ABCEILOR curved furniture leg [n -S] 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CALLIOPE ACEILLOP keyboard musical instrument [n -S] 

CAMPIONS ACIMNOPS CAMPION, herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n] 

CAPRIOLE ACEILOPR to leap (to spring off ground) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CAPTIONS ACINOPST CAPTION, to provide with title [v] 

CAPTIOUS ACIOPSTU tending to find fault [adj] 

CARDIOID ACDDIIOR heart-shaped curve [n -S] 

CARIOCAS AACCIORS CARIOCA, South American dance [n] 

CARIOLES ACEILORS CARIOLE, small, open carriage [n] 

CARRIOLE ACEILORR cariole (small, open carriage) [n -S] 

CARRIONS ACINORRS CARRION, dead and putrefying flesh [n] 

CASSIOPE ACEIOPSS evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CATIONIC ACCIINOT CATION, positively charged ion [adj] 

CAUTIONS ACINOSTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

CAUTIOUS ACIOSTUU exercising prudence to avoid danger [adj] 

CESSIONS CEINOSSS CESSION, act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n] 

CHAMPION ACHIMNOP to defend or support [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARIOTS ACHIORST CHARIOT, to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v] 

CHEERIOS CEEHIORS CHEERIO, greeting (salutation) [n] 

CHEVIOTS CEHIOSTV CHEVIOT, coarse fabric [n] 

CHORIOID CDHIIOOR choroid (membrane of eye) [n -S] 

CHORIONS CHINOORS CHORION, embryonic membrane [n] 

CIOPPINO CIINOOPP spicy fish stew [n -S] 

CITATION ACIINOTT act of citing (to quote as authority or example) [n -S]  

CLARIONS ACILNORS CLARION, to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v] 

COACTION ACCINOOT joint action [n -S] 

COERCION CCEINOOR act of coercing (to compel by force or threat) [n -S] 

COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering [n -S]  

COITIONS CIINOOST COITION, coitus (sexual intercourse) [n] 

CONATION ACINNOOT inclination to act purposefully [n -S]  

CONIOSES CEINOOSS CONIOSIS, infection caused by inhalation of dust [n] 

CONIOSIS CIINOOSS infection caused by inhalation of dust [n -SES] 
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COOPTION CINOOOPT act of coopting (to elect or appoint) [n -S] 

CREATION ACEINORT something created [n -S] 

CRIOLLOS CILLOORS CRIOLLO, person of Spanish ancestry [n] 

CULLIONS CILLNOSU CULLION, vile fellow [n] 

CURATION ACINORTU work of curator [n -S] 

CUSHIONS CHINOSSU CUSHION, to pad with soft material [v] 

CUSHIONY CHINOSUY soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DARIOLES ADEILORS DARIOLE, type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n] 

DECISION CDEIINOS to win victory over boxing opponent on points [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECURION CDEINORU commander of decury [n -S] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n -S] 

DELUSION DEILNOSU act of deluding (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DEMOTION DEIMNOOT act of demoting (to lower in rank or grade) [n -S] 

DERATION ADEINORT to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERISION DEIINORS act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DEVOTION DEINOOTV act of devoting (to give oneself wholly to) [n -S] 

DICTIONS CDIINOST DICTION, choice and use of words in speech or writing [n] 

DIECIOUS CDEIIOSU dioicous (unisexual) [adj] 

DILATION ADIILNOT act of dilating (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILUTION DIILNOTU act of diluting (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DILUVION DIILNOUV diluvium (coarse rock material deposited by glaciers) [n -S] 

DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S] 

DIOCESAN ACDEINOS bishop [n -S] 

DIOCESES CDEEIOSS DIOCESE, ecclesiastical district [n] 

DIOECIES CDEEIIOS DIOECY, dioecism (state of being dioicous (unisexual)) [n] 

DIOECISM CDEIIMOS state of being dioicous (unisexual) [n -S] 

DIOICOUS CDIIOOSU unisexual [adj] 

DIOLEFIN DEFIILNO hydrocarbon [n -S] 

DIOPSIDE DDEIIOPS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOPTASE ADEIOPST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOPTERS DEIOPRST DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [n] 

DIOPTRAL ADILOPRT DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [adj] 

DIOPTRES DEIOPRST DIOPTRE, diopter (measure of refractive power) [n] 

DIOPTRIC CDIIOPRT aiding vision by refraction [adj] 

DIORAMAS AADIMORS DIORAMA, three-dimensional exhibit [n] 

DIORAMIC ACDIIMOR DIORAMA, three-dimensional exhibit [adj] 

DIORITES DEIIORST DIORITE, igneous rock [n] 

DIORITIC CDIIIORT DIORITE, igneous rock [adj] 

DIOXANES ADEINOSX DIOXANE, flammable liquid [n] 

DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n] 

DISUNION DIINNOSU state of being disunited [n -S] 

DIVISION DIIINOSV act of dividing (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [n -S] 

DOMINION DIIMNNOO supreme authority [n -S] 
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DONATION ADINNOOT something donated [n -S] 

DOTATION ADINOOTT endowment [n -S] 

DOUPIONI DIINOOPU silk yarn [n -S] 

DURATION ADINORTU continuance in time [n -S] 

ECLOSION CEILNOOS emergence of insect larva from egg [n -S] 

EDACIOUS ACDEIOSU voracious [adj] 

EDITIONS DEIINOST EDITION, particular series of printed material [n] 

EDUCTION CDEINOTU act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S]  

EFFUSION EFFINOSU outpouring of emotion [n -S] 

EGESTION EEGINOST act of egesting (to discharge from body) [n -S]  

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

ELATIONS AEILNOST ELATION, feeling of great joy [n] 

ELECTION CEEILNOT act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

ELISIONS EIILNOSS ELISION, act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n] 

ELUSIONS EILNOSSU ELUSION, act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n] 

ELUTIONS EILNOSTU ELUTION, act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n] 

EMERSION EEIMNORS act of emerging (to come out into view) [n -S] 

EMISSION EIIMNOSS act of emitting (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMOTIONS EIMNOOST EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

EMULSION EILMNOSU type of liquid mixture [n -S]  

ENACTION ACEINNOT action of enacting [n -S] 

ENATIONS AEINNOST ENATION, outgrowth from surface of organ [n] 

ENVISION EIINNOSV to envisage (to form mental image of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EOBIONTS BEINOOST EOBIONT, type of basic organism [n] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal) [n -S] 

ERASIONS AEINORSS ERASION, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

ERECTION CEEINORT act of erecting (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

EROSIONS EINOORSS EROSION, act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n] 

ERUPTION EINOPRTU act of erupting (to burst forth) [n -S] 

ESTRIOLS EILORSST ESTRIOL, estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n] 

ETIOLATE AEEILOTT to whiten (to make white) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ETIOLOGY EGILOOTY study of causes of diseases [n -GIES] 

EVASIONS AEINOSSV EVASION, act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n] 

EVECTION CEEINOTV irregularity in moon's motion [n -S] 

EVERSION EEINORSV act of everting (to turn outward or inside out) [n -S] 

EVICTION CEIINOTV act of evicting (to expel by legal process) [n -S] 

EVULSION EILNOSUV act of pulling out [n -S] 

EXACTION ACEINOTX act of exacting (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXCISION CEIINOSX act of excising (to remove by cutting out) [n -S] 

EXERTION EEINORTX act of exerting (to put into action) [n -S] 

EXIMIOUS EIIMOSUX excellent [adj] 

EXTERIOR EEIORRTX part or surface that is outside [n -S] 

FACTIONS ACFINOST FACTION, clique within larger group [n] 

FACTIOUS ACFIOSTU promoting dissension [adj] 

FALCHION ACFHILNO broad-bladed sword [n -S] 

FASHIONS AFHINOSS FASHION, to give particular shape or form to [v] 
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FASHIONY AFHINOSY fashionable, trendy [adj] 

FASHIOUS AFHIOSSU annoying [adj] 

FENTHION EFHINNOT insecticide [n -S] 

FERMIONS EFIMNORS FERMION, type of atomic particle [n] 

FETATION AEFINOTT development of fetus [n -S] 

FICTIONS CFIINOST FICTION, literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n] 

FISSIONS FIINOSSS FISSION, to split into parts [v] 

FIXATION AFIINOTX act of fixating (to make stable or stationary) [n -S] 

FLECTION CEFILNOT act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S] 

FLEXIONS EFILNOSX FLEXION, flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n] 

FLUXIONS FILNOSUX FLUXION, act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n] 

FOLIOING FGIILNOO FOLIO, to number pages of [v] 

FRACTION ACFINORT to divide into portions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRICTION CFIINORT rubbing of one body against another [n -S] 

FRUITION FIINORTU accomplishment of something desired [n -S] 

FUNCTION CFINNOTU to be in action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FUSIONAL AFILNOSU FUSION, act of melting together [adj] 

GALLIOTS AGILLOST GALLIOT, small galley [n] 

GANGLION AGGILNNO group of nerve cells [n -IA, -S] 

GELATION AEGILNOT process of gelling [n -S] 

GERANIOL AEGILNOR alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

GLADIOLA AADGILLO flowering plant [n -S] 

GLADIOLI ADGIILLO segments of sternum [n GLADIOLI] 

GLIOMATA AAGILMOT GLIOMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

GLORIOLE EGILLOOR halo [n -S] 

GLORIOUS GILOORSU magnificent [adj] 

GNATHION AGHINNOT tip of chin [n -S] 

GOBIOIDS BDGIIOOS GOBIOID, fish of goby family [n] 

GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S] 

GRACIOUS ACGIORSU marked by kindness and courtesy [adj] 

GRAZIOSO AGIOORSZ graceful in style [adj] 

GRUNIONS GINNORSU GRUNION, small food fish [n] 

GUAIOCUM ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

GUMPTION GIMNOPTU shrewdness (quality of being shrewd (having keen insight)) [n -S] 

GYRATION AGINORTY act of gyrating (to revolve or rotate) [n -S] 

HALATION AAHILNOT blurring of light in photographs [n -S] 

HALIOTIS AHIILOST mollusk with ear-shaped shell [n HALIOTIS] 

HAVIOURS AHIORSUV HAVIOUR, havior (behavior (demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself))) [n] 

HELLIONS EHILLNOS HELLION, troublesome person [n] 

HEMIOLAS AEHILMOS HEMIOLA, rhythmic alteration in music [n] 

HEMIOLIA AEHIILMO hemiola (rhythmic alteration in music) [n -S] 

HIMATION AHIIMNOT loose outer garment [n -IA, -S] 

IDEATION ADEIINOT act of ideating (to form idea) [n -S] 

IDIOCIES CDEIIIOS IDIOCY, condition of being idiot [n] 

IDIOLECT CDEIILOT one's speech pattern [n -S] 

IDIOTISM DIIIMOST idiocy (condition of being idiot) [n -S] 
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IDIOTYPE DEIIOPTY structure of antibody [n -S] 

IGNITION GIIINNOT act of igniting (to set on fire) [n -S] 

ILLATION AIILLNOT act of inferring (to reach or derive by reasoning) [n -S] 

ILLUSION IILLNOSU false perception [n -S] 

INACTION ACIINNOT lack of action [n -S] 

INCISION CIIINNOS act of incising (to cut into) [n -S] 

INFERIOR EFIINORR one of lesser rank [n -S] 

INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

INFUSION FIINNOSU act of infusing (to permeate with something) [n -S] 

INHESION EHIINNOS state of inhering [n -S] 

INTERIOR EIINORRT inside (something that lies within) [n -S] 

INVASION AIINNOSV act of invading (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n -S] 

IODATION ADIINOOT act of iodating (to iodize (to treat with iodine)) [n -S] 

JILLIONS IIJLLNOS JILLION, very large number [n] 

JUNCTION CIJNNOTU place where things join [n -S] 

JUNIORED DEIJNORU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v] 

LAMPIONS AILMNOPS LAMPION, type of light-generating device [n] 

LAVATION AAILNOTV acting of washing [n -S] 

LAXATION AAILNOTX act of relaxing (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

LECTIONS CEILNOST LECTION, portion of sacred writing read in church service [n] 

LEGATION AEGILNOT sending of official envoy [n -S] 

LENITION EIILNNOT change in articulation [n -S] 

LESIONED DEEILNOS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

LIBATION ABIILNOT ceremonial pouring of liquid [n -S] 

LIGATION AGIILNOT act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [n -S] 

LIONFISH FHIILNOS tropical fish [n -ES] 

LIONISED DEIILNOS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

LIONISER EIILNORS one that lionises (to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity)) [n -S] 

LIONISES EIILNOSS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

LIONIZED DEIILNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

LIONIZES EIILNOSZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIONLIKE EIIKLLNO resembling lion (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

LIRIOPES EIILOPRS LIRIOPE, stemless Asian herb [n] 

LOBATION ABILNOOT formation of lobes [n -S] 

LOCATION ACILNOOT place where something is at given moment [n -S] 

LOCUTION CILNOOTU particular form of expression [n -S] 

LUNATION AILNNOTU interval between two successive new moons [n -S] 

LUSCIOUS CILOSSUU having very pleasing taste or smell [adj] 

LUXATION AILNOTUX act of luxating (to put out of joint) [n -S] 

MAFIOSOS AFIMOOSS MAFIOSO, member of mafia [n] 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S] 

MANDIOCA AACDIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANIOCAS AACIMNOS MANIOCA, manioc (tropical plant) [n] 

MANSIONS AIMNNOSS MANSION, large, impressive house [n] 

MEDIOCRE CDEEIMOR neither good nor bad [adj] 
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MELODION DEILMNOO melodeon (small accordion) [n -S] 

MENTIONS EIMNNOST MENTION, to refer to in casual manner [v] 

MILLIOHM HIILLMMO unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

MILLIONS IILLMNOS MILLION, number [n] 

MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task [v] 

MISUNION IIMNNOSU bad union [n -S] 

MODIOLUS DILMOOSU bony shaft of inner ear [n -LI] 

MONITION IIMNNOOT warning (something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger)) [n -S] 

MORRIONS IMNOORRS MORRION, morion (type of helmet) [n] 

MOTIONAL AILMNOOT pertaining to movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [adj] 

MOTIONED DEIMNOOT MOTION, to signal by bodily movement [v] 

MOTIONER EIMNOORT one that motions (to signal by bodily movement) [n -S] 

MOVIOLAS AILMOOSV MOVIOLA, movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n] 

MULLIONS ILLMNOSU MULLION, to provide with vertical dividing strips [v] 

MUNITION IIMNNOTU to furnish with war materiel [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUNNIONS IMNNNOSU MUNNION, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n] 

MUTATION AIMNOTTU act of changing in form [n -S]  

MYRIOPOD DIMOOPRY myriapod (multi-legged arthropod) [n -S] 

NATATION AAINNOTT act of swimming (to propel oneself in water by natural means) [n -S] 

NATIONAL AAILNNOT citizen of nation [n -S] 

NEGATION AEGINNOT act of negating (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

NIDATION ADIINNOT act of nidating (to become implanted in uterus) [n -S] 

NIOBATES ABEINOST NIOBATE, chemical salt [n] 

NIOBITES BEIINOST NIOBITE, mineral columbite [n] 

NIOBIUMS BIIMNOSU NIOBIUM, metallic element [n] 

NONIONIC CIINNNOO not ionic (pertaining to or using ions) [adj] 

NONUNION INNNNOOU failure of broken bone to heal [n -S] 

NOTATION AINNOOTT system of symbols [n -S] 

NOTIONAL AILNNOOT NOTION, general idea [adj] 

NOVATION AINNOOTV substitution of new legal obligation for old one [n -S] 

NUTATION AINNOTTU oscillatory movement of axis of rotating body [n -S] 

OBLATION ABILNOOT act of making religious offering [n -S]  

OBLIVION BIILNOOV state of being forgotten; act of forgetting [n -S] 

OCCASION ACCINOOS to cause (to bring about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ODIOUSLY DILOOSUY ODIOUS, deserving or causing hatred [adv] 

OESTRIOL EILOORST estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OMISSION IIMNOOSS something left undone [n -S] 

OPINIONS IINNOOPS OPINION, conclusion or judgment one holds to be true [n] 

OPTIONAL AILNOOPT elective course of study [n -S] 

OPTIONED DEINOOPT OPTION, to grant option (right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) on [v] 

OPTIONEE EEINOOPT one who holds legal option [n -S] 

ORATIONS AINOORST ORATION, formal speech [n] 

OSTIOLAR AILOORST OSTIOLE, small bodily opening [adj] 

OSTIOLES EILOOSST OSTIOLE, small bodily opening [n] 

OTIOSELY EILOOSTY OTIOSE, lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adv] 
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OTIOSITY IIOOSTTY state of being otiose (lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion)) [n -TIES] 

OVARIOLE AEILOORV one of tubes of which ovaries of most insects are composed [n -S] 

OVATIONS AINOOSTV OVATION, expression or demonstration of popular acclaim [n] 

PACTIONS ACINOPST PACTION, pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

PASSIONS AINOPSSS PASSION, intense emotion [n] 

PATRIOTS AIOPRSTT PATRIOT, one who loves his country [n] 

PAVILION AIILNOPV to cover with large tent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAVIOURS AIOPRSUV PAVIOUR, paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n] 

PENSIONE EEINNOPS boarding house [n -S, -NI] 

PENSIONI EIINNOPS PENSIONE, boarding house [n] 

PENSIONS EINNOPSS PENSION, to grant retirement allowance to [v] 

PEREIONS EEINOPRS PEREION, thorax of some crustaceans [n] 

PERIODIC CDEIIOPR recurring at regular intervals [adj] 

PERIODID DDEIIOPR iodide (compound of iodine) [n -S] 

PERIOTIC CEIIOPRT surrounding ear [adj] 

PERVIOUS EIOPRSUV capable of being penetrated [adj] 

PETIOLAR AEILOPRT pertaining to petiole (stalk of leaf) [adj] 

PETIOLED DEEILOPT PETIOLE, stalk of leaf [adj] 

PETIOLES EEILOPST PETIOLE, stalk of leaf [n] 

PETITION EIINOPTT to make formal request [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PILLIONS IILLNOPS PILLION, pad or cushion for extra rider on horse or motorcycle [n] 

PINIONED DEIINNOP PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

PIONEERS EEINOPRS PIONEER, to take part in beginnings of [v] 

PLIOCENE CEEILNOP of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

PLIOFILM FIILLMOP transparent sheet of chlorinated rubber used in packaging [n -S] 

PLIOTRON ILNOOPRT  type of vacuum tube [n -S] 

PLOSIONS ILNOOPSS PLOSION, release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n] 

PLUVIOSE EILOPSUV pluvious (pertaining to rain) [adj] 

PLUVIOUS ILOPSUUV pertaining to rain [adj] 

PORTIONS INOOPRST PORTION, to divide into shares for distribution [v] 

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTRIOT IOOPRSTT following riot [adj] 

POTATION AINOOPTT act of drinking (to swallow liquid) [n -S] 

PRECIOUS CEIOPRSU darling (much-loved person) [n -ES] 

PREUNION EINNOPRU union beforehand [n -S] 

PREVIOUS EIOPRSUV coming or occurring before in time or order [adj] 

PRIORATE AEIOPRRT office of prior (officer in monastery) [n -S] 

PRIORESS EIOPRRSS nun corresponding in rank to prior [n -ES] 

PRIORIES EIIOPRRS PRIORY, religious house [n] 

PRIORITY IIOPRRTY precedence established by importance [n -TIES] 

PROUNION INNOOPRU favoring labor unions [adj] 

PULSIONS ILNOPSSU PULSION, propulsion [n] 

PUNITION IINNOPTU act of punishing; punishment [n -S] 

PUPATION AINOPPTU act of pupating (to pass through pupal stage) [n -S] 

QUESTION EINOQSTU to put question (inquiry) to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RADIOING ADGIINOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 
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RADIOMAN AADIMNOR radio operator or technician [n -MEN] 

RADIOMEN ADEIMNOR RADIOMAN, radio operator or technician [n] 

RAMPIONS AIMNOPRS RAMPION, European plant [n] 

RATIONAL AAILNORT number that can be expressed as quotient of integers [n -S] 

RATIONED ADEINORT RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RAVIOLIS AIILORSV RAVIOLI, Italian pasta dish [n] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

RECISION CEIINORS cancellation [n -S] 

REGIONAL AEGILNOR something that serves as region [n -S] 

RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S] 

RELIGION EGIILNOR worship of god or supernatural [n -S] 

REMOTION EIMNOORT act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REUNIONS EINNORSU REUNION, reuniting of persons after separation [n] 

REVISION EIINORSV revised version [n -S] 

RIOTINGS GIINORST RIOTING, violent public disturbance [n] 

ROGATION AGINOORT proposal of law in ancient Rome [n -S] 

ROSOLIOS ILOOORSS ROSOLIO, liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n] 

ROTATION AINOORTT act or instance of rotating [n -S]  

RUCTIONS CINORSTU RUCTION, ruckus (noisy disturbance) [n] 

RUCTIOUS CIORSTUU quarrelsome [adj] 

SANCTION ACINNOST to authorize (to give permission for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SAVIOURS AIORSSUV SAVIOUR, savior (one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss)) [n] 

SCABIOSA AABCIOSS scabious (flowering plant) [n -S] 

SCABIOUS ABCIOSSU flowering plant [n -ES] 

SCALLION ACILLNOS onion-like plant [n -S] 

SCANSION ACINNOSS analysis of verse into metrical feet and rhythm patterns [n -S] 

SCARIOSE ACEIORSS scarious (thin, dry, and membranous) [adj] 

SCIOLISM CIILMOSS superficial knowledge [n -S] 

SCIOLIST CIILOSST one whose knowledge is superficial [n -S] 

SCISSION CIINOSSS act of cutting or splitting [n -S] 

SCOLIOMA ACILMOOS abnormal curvature of spine [n -S] 

SCORPION CINOOPRS stinging arachnid [n -S] 

SCULLION CILLNOSU kitchen servant who does menial work [n -S] 

SECTIONS CEINOSST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v] 

SEDATION ADEINOST reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n -S] 

SEDITION DEIINOST incitement of rebellion against government [n -S] 

SEIGNIOR EGIINORS feudal lord [n -S] 

SEMIOPEN EEIMNOPS partly open [adj] 

SEMIOSES EEIMOSSS SEMIOSIS, process in which something functions as sign to organism [n] 

SEMIOSIS EIIMOSSS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES] 

SEMIOTIC CEIIMOST general theory of signs and symbolism [n -S] 

SEMIOVAL AEILMOSV somewhat oval [adj] 

SENECIOS CEEINOSS SENECIO, flowering plant [n] 

SCARIOUS ACIORSSU thin, dry, and membranous [adj] 

SESSIONS EINOSSSS SESSION, meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n] 

SIGNIORI GIIINORS SIGNIOR, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n] 
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SIGNIORS GIINORSS SIGNIOR, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n] 

SIGNIORY GIINORSY signory (seignory (power of seignior)) [n -RIES] 

SKIORING GIIKNORS form of skiing [n -S] 

SOLATION AILNOOST act of solating (to change to fluid colloidal system) [n -S] 

SOLUTION ILNOOSTU homogeneous liquid mixture [n -S] 

SORPTION INOOPRST act or process of sorbing [n -S]  

SPACIOUS ACIOPSSU vast or ample in extent [adj] 

SPECIOUS CEIOPSSU having false look of truth or authenticity [adj] 

SPONSION INNOOPSS act of sponsoring (to make oneself responsible for) [n -S] 

SPURIOUS IOPRSSUU not genuine (authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief)) [adj] 

STALLION AILLNOST uncastrated male horse [n -S] 

STATIONS AINOSSTT STATION, to assign to position [v] 

STICTION CIINOSTT force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S] 

STUDIOUS DIOSSTUU given to study [adj] 

SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n] 

SUCTIONS CINOSSTU SUCTION, to remove by process of sucking [v] 

SUDATION ADINOSTU excessive sweating [n -S] 

SUPERIOR EIOPRRSU one of higher rank, quality, or authority than another [n -S] 

SYMBIONS BIMNOSSY SYMBION, symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n] 

SYMBIONT BIMNOSTY organism living in close association with another [n -S] 

SYMBIOTE BEIMOSTY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYMBIOTS BIMOSSTY SYMBIOT, symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n] 

TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

TAENIOID ADEIINOT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TAMPIONS AIMNOPST TAMPION, plug for muzzle of cannon [n] 

TAPIOCAS AACIOPST TAPIOCA, starchy food [n] 

TAXATION AAINOTTX process of taxing [n -S] 

TENSIONS EINNOSST TENSION, to make tense [v] 

TERNIONS EINNORST TERNION, group of three [n] 

THERMION EHIMNORT ion emitted by heated body [n -S] 

THIONATE AEHINOTT chemical salt [n -S] 

THIONINE EHIINNOT thionin (violet dye) [n -S] 

THIONINS HIINNOST THIONIN, violet dye [n] 

THIONYLS HILNOSTY THIONYL, sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n] 

THIOPHEN EHHINOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOTEPA AEHIOPTT chemical compound [n -S] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

TOMPIONS IMNOOPST TOMPION, tampion (plug for muzzle of cannon) [n] 

TORSIONS INOORSST TORSION, act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n] 

TORTIOUS IOORSTTU of nature of tort [adj] 

TRACTION ACINORTT act of pulling or drawing over surface [n -S]  

TRILLION IILLNORT number [n -S] 

TRIOLETS EILORSTT TRIOLET, short poem of fixed form [n] 

TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TRIOXIDS DIIORSTX TRIOXID, trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

TRUNNION INNNORTU pin or pivot on which something can be rotated [n -S] 
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TUITIONS IINOSTTU TUITION, fee for instruction [n] 

ULTERIOR EILORRTU more remote [adj] 

UNCTIONS CINNOSTU UNCTION, act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n] 

UNIONISE EIINNOSU to unionize (to form into union) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNIONISM IIMNNOSU principle of forming union [n -S] 

UNIONIST IINNOSTU advocate of unionism [n -S] 

UNIONIZE EIINNOUZ to form into union [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

URUSHIOL HILORSUU toxic liquid [n -S] 

USURIOUS IORSSUUU practicing usury (lending of money at exorbitant interest rate) [adj] 

UXORIOUS IOORSUUX excessively submissive or devoted to one's wife [adj] 

VACATION AACINOTV to take vacation (period of time devoted to rest and relaxation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VARIOLAR AAILORRV VARIOLA, smallpox (virus disease) [adj] 

VARIOLAS AAILORSV VARIOLA, smallpox (virus disease) [n] 

VARIOLES AEILORSV VARIOLE, foveola (small fovea) [n] 

VARIORUM AIMORRUV edition containing various versions of text [n -S] 

VENATION AEINNOTV arrangement of veins [n -S] 

VERSIONS EINORSSV VERSION, to create new account or description from particular point of view [v] 

VEXATION AEINOTVX cause of trouble [n -S] 

VIBRIOID BDIIIORV VIBRIO, any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma [adj] 

VIBRIONS BIINORSV VIBRION, vibrio (any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma) [n] 

VIOLABLE ABEILLOV capable of being violated [adj]  

VIOLABLY ABILLOVY VIOLABLE, capable of being violated [adv] 

VIOLATED ADEILOTV VIOLATE, to break or disregard terms or requirements of [v] 

VIOLATER AEILORTV violator (one that violates (to break or disregard terms or requirements of)) [n -S] 

VIOLATES AEILOSTV VIOLATE, to break or disregard terms or requirements of [v] 

VIOLATOR AILOORTV one that violates (to break or disregard terms or requirements of) [n -S] 

VIOLENCE CEEILNOV violent action [n -S] 

VIOLISTS IILOSSTV VIOLIST, one who plays viol or viola [n] 

VIOLONES EILNOOSV VIOLONE, stringed instrument [n] 

VIOMYCIN CIIMNOVY antibiotic [n -S] 

VISIONAL AIILNOSV imaginary [adj] 

VISIONED DEIINOSV VISION, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

VITRIOLS IILORSTV VITRIOL, to treat with sulfuric acid [v] 

VOCATION ACINOOTV work in which person is regularly employed [n -S] 

VOLITION IILNOOTV power of choosing or determining [n -S] 

VOLUTION ILNOOTUV spiral [n -S] 

WARRIORS AIORRRSW WARRIOR, one engaged or experienced in warfare [n] 

ZABAIONE AABEINOZ dessert resembling custard [n -S] 

ZILLIONS IILLNOSZ ZILLION, indeterminately large number [n] 

ZONATION AINNOOTZ arrangement in zones [n -S] 

 

Ends with -IO 

ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S] 

BOCACCIO ABCCCIOO rockfish (fish living around rocks) [n -S] 

CURCULIO CCILORUU weevil (small beetle) [n -S] 

FELLATIO AEFILLOT oral stimulation of penis [n -S] 
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FINOCHIO CFHIINOO perennial herb [n -S] 

INTAGLIO AGIILNOT incised or sunken design [n -LI, -ES, -S] / to engrave in intaglio [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LIBECCIO BCCEIILO southwest wind [n -S] 

LOTHARIO AHILOORT seducer of women [n -S] 

ORATORIO AIOOORRT type of musical composition [n -S] 

PRERADIO ADEIOPRR preceding development of radio [adj] 

PRESIDIO DEIIOPRS Spanish fort [n -S] 

SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S] 

SERAGLIO AEGILORS harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women) [n -S] 

TALEGGIO AEGGILOT soft creamy cheese [n -S] 

 


